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生命現象の謎を物質科学から解く
界面の自発運動と構造形成

瀬戸秀紀
KEK物構研

ソフトマターグループ
自発的に運動する界面の構造のマイクロ
ビームSAXSとミリビームSANSによる測定
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How to characterize living systems?

Self-organization

Ribonucleotide
Amino acids

RNase, DNase,
Proteinase

Drug

Cellular-signal

Exchange of materials/information

Spontaneous motion / deformationSelf-duplication
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Our approach

Construct and analyze a simple physicochemical system
mimicking essential aspects of spontaneous motion

The spontaneous motion of oil-water interface far
from equilibrium is investigated.
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Water+STAC / Oil+Palmitic acid

Water + Steayltrimethylammonium Chloride(STAC)

CS=0.1~100 mM

Tetradecane (C14H30) + Palmitic Acid (PA)

CP=1~20 mM
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Spontaneous motion of oil droplet
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Generation of aggregates

(speed x3)

oil
droplet
(3µl)

CS=1 mM,　Cp=20 mM

aqueous
phase

difference of obtained data in Figure 2b. As shown in Figure
2c, the decrease rate in !aw, d!aw/dt, reaches its maximum at t
) ". The temporal fluctuation of the interfacial tension during
the blebbing stage is attributable to the dynamical deformation
of the air-water interface caused by the droplet blebbing.

Measurement of the Duration of !. The duration of the
shrinking stage, ", was measured for various values of air-water
interface area, Aaw, for 100 µL oil droplets. Cs was also varied
as a parameter. Before performing the measurement, we
confirmed that " was independent of the volume of the aqueous
phase and the depth of the aqueous phase by varying the volume
of the aqueous phase while keeping Aaw constant. It was noted
that once a droplet was in the blebbing stage and was then
removed from the aqueous surface, the shrinking stage did not
occur for another droplet placed on the same aqueous surface.
To avoid the hysteresis on the composition of aqueous surface,
the aqueous phase was changed at each measurement. As seen
in Figure 3a as typical results, " linearly depended on Aaw. By
fitting the data, " for a unit area of the aqueous surface is
obtained as shown in Figure 3b. We clearly see that " became
small as Cs increased.

Observation of Aggregates. The polarization microscopic
measurement was conducted as follows: A 3 µL portion of
aqueous phase with Cs ) 50 mM was placed on a glass
substrate. A 0.5 µL oil droplet with Cp ) 20 mM was then
placed on the aqueous surface. Aggregates were observed
immediately after the oil droplet started blebbing. Figure 4a and
the Supporting Information 2 show that aggregate with optical
anisotropy was generated on the oil-water interface and
dispersed into the aqueous phase. After the aggregate was
detached from the oil-water interface, the distribution became
asymmetric, as in Figure 4a. This is attributable to the
entanglement of aggregate, even after its detachment. To
elucidate the structure of the aggregate, SAXS measurements
were also performed. A 350 µL portion of an organic phase
with Cp ) 10 mM was placed on a 700-µL aqueous phase with
Cs ) 25 mM. The cell was made of acryl plate and the window

for the X-rays was covered with a Kapton film (Figure 4b). In
this setup, the shrinking and spreading/recoil stages were not
observed due to the absence of an air-water interface in the
system because " ! Aaw ) 0. The oil-water interface started
to bleb immediately after the organic phase had been transferred
to the aqueous phase. In the aqueous phase near the oil-water
interface, we obtained the profile of the scattering data shown
in Figure 4c. The first Bragg peak was observed at qm ) 0.0155
Å-1, and higher-order peaks up to the sixth order appeared at
wave numbers equal to an integral multiple of qm.

Phase Diagram of Blebbing. The variation of the manner
of the blebbing was examined. To investigate the effect of the
concentrations of STAC and palmitic acid, both Cs and Cp were
varied, while the volumes of the oil droplet and the aqueous
phase were 500 µL and 2000 µL, respectively. Here, we used
an aqueous droplet placed on an acrylic plate instead of a plane
aqueous phase in order to see the long-time behavior of oil
droplet motion. This is because an oil droplet tended to be
attracted to a meniscus in the case of a plane aqueous phase,
whereas an oil droplet tended to be repelled from the edge of
the aqueous droplet. Figure 5 and the Supporting Information
3–5 show the manner of droplet deformation. Blebbing was

Figure 2. Measurement setup (a); time trace of air-water interfacial
tension, !aw (b); and its temporal change (c). (a) An oil droplet was
placed on an aqueous phase at t ) 0. The oil droplet was pinned with
a plastic wire 20 mm from the center of a Petri dish, and the air-water
interfacial tension was measured at the center. (b) The concentrations
of the aqueous phase, Cs, were 0.2, 1.0, and 20.0 mM, as shown in the
plot. Open squares correspond to ", when the oil droplet underwent
spreading. (c) The temporal change in !aw, d!aw/dt, is plotted with
respect to t/".

Figure 3. (a) Typical dependence of the induction time " on various
areas of the aqueous surface Aaw. The error bar represents the standard
deviation of the measured data. Here the volume of the oil droplet was
100 µL and Cs ) 1 mM. " was linearly dependent on Aaw. The dotted
line is the linear fitting of the experimental data. (b) Dependence of
the ratio of the induction time to the area of the aqueous surface "/Aaw

on Cs. The data are obtained from the linear fitting of " with Aaw from
at least 10 observations. The volume of the oil droplet was 100 µL. As
Cs increases, "/Aaw becomes small.

Figure 4. (a) Polarization microscopic image of the aggregate
formation at the oil-water interface. Microscopic image of aggregate
formation at the oil-water interface. Center: Crossed Nicol image of
aggregate formation. Right: Schematic diagram of the situation in the
microscopic images. Scale bar corresponds to 200 µm. (b) Setup for
SAXS measurement. (c) SAXS profile of the aggregate. In this profile,
the first peak is at qm ) 0.0155 Å-1.

Spontaneous Oil Droplet Deformation J. Phys. Chem. B, Vol. 113, No. 48, 2009 15711

0.2 mm
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Stacked rubber-band model

Assumption
aggregates are

continuous (gel-like phase)
deformable
permeable

•
•
•

The gel is generated only at the droplet interface, and  the gel is pushed into the
aqueous phase while it grows.

The radial stress increases the internal pressure of an oil droplet and the tangential
stress promotes the breakage of the gel.

K. Sekimoto et. al., Eur. Phys. E 13,
247.
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Lamellar structure is generated at the
interface between water and oil
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aggregation of w/o/s

aqueous
phase

oil
drop

aggregation
phase

aggregation occurs

Actin filament
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Relation with biological systems
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Formation process of the lamellar structure
Micro-beam SAXS measurement at BL-4A, Photon Factory, KEK

CS=50%mM,%Cp=20%mM

投入より1時間後のsampleを測定

10%mm

水相:600%μl,%油相:300%μl

スポットサイズ：4.5μm%(H)%×%4.5%μm%(V)%(PF=BL4A)
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Blebbing and the pillar formation

 

Cs=50&mM,&Cp&=&20&mM

水相:600&μl
油相:300&μl

界面は水面上での実験と同様不規則に時間変動した

会合体の集積したmm&スケールの柱構造が見られた，またその柱はサ
ンプルセル全体に渡ってcmスケールで2.6&mm&間隔で周期的に配列した



会合体の柱構造と同様の空間的繰り返しが見ら
れる

2.78
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general, a lamella, a regular stacking of surfactant membranes, is
stabilized by the balance of repulsive and attractive interactions
between membranes. In cases involving an electrostatically
neutral surfactant, van der Waals attractive interaction, steric
repulsion due to thermal undulation of surfactant membrane,
and the repulsive interaction of the hydration layer near
surfactant head groups should be considered. van der Waals
interaction is inversely proportional to the sixth power of
intermembrane distance, which quickly decays as the
intermembrane distance increases. The thickness of the
hydration layer can range from the subnanometer scale to the
nanometer scale. Thus, for example, the mean repeat distance
of a lamellar structure composed of neutral lipids, such as
DPPC and DMPC, is about 6 nm because the thermal
fluctuation is not distinct due to the stiffness of the bilayers.
In cases involving an ionic surfactant, the electrostatic

interaction and the entropic force due to heterogeneous
distribution of ions play an important role. The counterions are
confined to the region near the charged surface of the
surfactant head groups and form electric double layers at the
interface between the surfactant membrane and the water
domain. In order to compensate for the entropic loss, the
intermembrane distance tends to increase. Of the above-
mentioned interactions, only repulsive interactions are
dominant when the intermembrane distance is above several
tens of nanometers. In such cases, the lamellar structure swells
to infinity and the ideal dilution law is satisfied.18,19 The
surfactant membranes distribute homogeneously and the repeat
distance is determined by the volume fraction of the surfactant
relative to the whole volume of a system. Additionally, the
regularity of the stacking of surfactant membranes is usually
unclear because of the large undulations in each membrane.
In our experimental system, the repeat distance of the

lamellar structure is greater than 30 nm, and the interlayer
distance is very regular inside a single domain. At the same
time, the lamellar structure is spatially heterogeneous; i.e., its
direction and the interlayer distance change from domain to
domain. This observation could not be understood in the
framework of thermodynamic equilibrium. Thus, the lamellar
structure of the surfactant in our system might be sustained
only in far-from-equilibrium conditions, even though the
lamellar structure of the surfactant itself is often seen in
thermal equilibrium condition in other systems.
Since the position of the aggregates changed due to

interfacial blebbing and the continuous formation of aggregates,
the damage to the sample caused by the microbeam X-ray
could not be confirmed experimentally. However, since the
position of the beam spot in the aggregates was not fixed in
time for the same reason given above, we assume that the
damage was negligible. In addition, since the sample was inside
the aqueous phase, the temperature could not increase
considerably. Thus, we believe that the sample was not severely
damaged by the microbeam X-ray.
Dependence of the Repeat Distance of the Lamellar

Structure on Concentration of STAC in Aqueous Phase.
To measure the dependence of the repeat distance of the
lamellar structure on the STAC concentration in the aqueous
phase, we varied the STAC concentration as 10, 20, and 60
mM. Pillars were confirmed in the case that the STAC
concentration was 10 and 20 mM, whereas they were not
observed when the STAC concentration was 60 mM. In the
case of 60 mM, the blebbing of interface was suppressed since
the aggregate covered the entire oil!water interface instead of

forming pillars of the aggregates. This could be attributed to the
excessive formation of the aggregates at the oil!water interface.
We also examined the scattering obtained from the aggregate.

The microbeam SAXS results are shown in Figure 5, in which

the two-dimensional (2-d) scattering intensity and the radial
plot obtained using the azimuthal average are depicted. The 2-d
scattering intensity shows that regular lamellae were formed in
all STAC concentrations. As observed in the experiment shown
in Figure 3a, the scattering pattern showed sharp Bragg peaks
with 2-fold symmetry indicating the lamellar structure. Notably,
even though the pillar structure was not formed in the case of
60 mM, the aggregate had the same polarized lamellar structure
as in the lower concentration case. The direction of the lamellae
was mainly parallel to the oil!water interface. The radial plots
show that a higher STAC concentration in the aqueous phase
leads to small repeat distance of the lamellar structure. We
believe that during this measurement the sample was not
damaged severely by the microbeam, for the reasons stated
previously in this paper.

Relation between the Interfacial Blebbing and the
Pillar Formation. First, we would like to mention the driving
force of pillar formation as well as blebbing. The system is in
far-from-equilibrium condition, as the concentration of palmitic
acid is not equilibrated between the organic and the aqueous
phases. This condition results in the transfer of palmitic acid to
the aqueous phase, leading to continuous generation of

Figure 5. Change in lamellar structure with respect to the
concentration of STAC in an aqueous phase. Concentration of
STAC in the aqueous phase was (a) 10, (b) 20, and (c) 60 mM. Data
were obtained 5400 s after the initial contact between organic and
aqueous phases. The peak-to-peak distance qc was (a) 0.119, (b) 0.144,
and (c) 0.236 nm!1, corresponding to interlayer distances (d) of (a)
52.8, (b) 43.6, and (c) 26.6 nm, respectively.

Langmuir Article

dx.doi.org/10.1021/la204323t | Langmuir 2012, 28, 3378!33843382

STAC concentration dependence
Data were obtained 5400 s after the initial contact between organic and aqueous phases.

CS = 10 mM

d = 528Å

CS = 20 mM

d = 436Å

CS = 60 mM

d = 266Å

No pillar formation



Δq=0.02Å-1より、膜間距離が300Å程度のラメラ構造ができ
ている
場所によっては秩序度が違う
場所によって膜間距離が微妙に異なる（280 Å-300Å)
通常このような長周期のラメラ構造は静電反発と有限体積の
効果で説明されるが，それだけではこのような高い秩序
性や，空間での非一様性が説明つかない．

•

•
•

!

~300Å

2.78 3.0qq
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局所的(大きさは数μm～数10μｍ)に高い秩序をもつドメイン構造
会合体の配向は界面と平行

→界面で会合体が特異的に生成する過程とコンシステント

•

•
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SAXS測定では界面から1 mm程度離れた場所でないとラメラ構造は観察さ
れない。従って、運動との相関が疑問視される。

ラメラの間隔が通常の界面活性剤のラメラ構造(100 Å程度)に比べ数倍
(300 Å程度)である。水/界面活性剤/油によるラメラ構造？

ミリビームSANSによって、界面近傍のナノ構造の空間的・時間的分布を調
べた。

•

•

•
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CS=20%mM%or%50%mM
Cp=20%mM

10%mm

水相:D2O,%油相:C14H30%or%C14
D30

Oakridge%National%Laboratory,%High%Flux%Isotope%Reactor,%CGK2
beam%size%=%2%mmφ
λ%=%6%Å

準静的測定　　CS=20%mM,%Cp=20%mM;%投入より12時間後のsample(C14D30,%C14H30):%界面からの位置を変えて測定

動的測定　　sample(C14H30)を投入より測定
CS=20%mM,%Cp=20%mM(界面運動あり)
CS=50%mM,%Cp=20%mM(界面運動停止)
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�����!C14H30/D2O/STAC/PA

q""[Å11]

I(q)

q""[Å11]

I(q)

0!μm 1250!μm 2250!μm 2500!μm 3250!μm

0120

90120

Direction!of!interface

I(q)

CS=20!mM,!Cp=20!mM;!投入より12時間後に測定

1011 103



q""[Å"1]
q""[Å"1]

I(q)
I(q)10"1 103

�����'C14D30'/D2O/STAC/PA

0'μm 750'μm 1250'μm 1500'μm 3000'μm

0"20

90"20

I(q)

CS=20'mM,'Cp=20'mM;'投入より12時間後に測定

Direction'of'interface



q""[Å"1]

I(q)

q""[Å"1]

I(q)

界面近傍においてlow q にかけて強い立ち上がり
                →強い濃度揺らぎを示唆、動的な効果？

界面近傍においてlow q　にピークあり
                →何らかの長周期構造を示唆

C14H30とC14D30のプロファイルに大きな違いはない
                →ラメラは水＋界面活性剤？

!

!

!

スポットサイズ：直径%2%mm



100 103I(q)

10$min 20$min 30$min 40$min 50$min 60$min 120$min0$min

Direction$of$interface
Cp=$20$mM:$Moving$interface

Cp=$50$mM:$Static$interface(covered$completely)

����$C14H30/D2O/STAC/PA



100 103I(q)

10$min 20$min 30$min

40$min 50$min 60$min 120$min

0,20

90,20
Direction$of$interface

q%%[Å,1]

I(q) I(q)



100 103I(q)

10$min 20$min 30$min

40$min 50$min 60$min 120$min

0$min

0,20

90,20
Direction$of$interface

q%%[Å,1]

I(q) I(q)



運動が続く場合のみ界面近傍においてlow-qに強い立ち上がり
時間が経つに従ってlow-qのピークがはっきりしてくる
low-qでの立ち上がりも界面と垂直方向にストリーク状に出ている
　　→ラメラの生成ダイナミクスを示唆
運動が止まる場合(右)は途中からlow-qの強度が落ちてくる

�

�

�

�
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ラメラ構造は界面活性剤と水からなり油は含まない。
q~0.02 Å -1 （d~300 Å程度）のラメラ構造は運動の原因ではなくむしろ結
果。
運動する界面近傍ではq<0.007 Å -1の長周期構造が生成している（ように見
える）。

•

•

•

5
µm
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